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Olympiad tasks for the 'International Master in Comparative Social Research,' for the 

2015 incoming class.  

 

Students will have 120 minutes to complete the written exam. They may bring a Russian-English 

dictionary but no prepared notes of any kind. The test will be completely in English. 

 

*** 

 

The exam will be composed of 3 sections. Grading of the overall exam will be based on 

weighting of the time allotted for each section, so students are strongly advised to allot the 

appropriate time to each section. Students may use sheets of blank paper in order to take notes, 

but official answers must be provided in the test booklet.  

 

1. Section 1. (30 minutes). Short Essay. Sample comparative-historical problem (using 

a method similar to Theda Skocpol's in States and Social Revolutions). 
 

Students are presented with a table with countries as rows and country traits as columns. The 

table cells will contain either '1', meaning that a trait is present in a given country, or '0', that the 

trait is not present.  

 

Write an essay that identifies the conditions that are necessary and/or sufficient for a high degree 

of socio-economic gender inequality to exist in a country based on the presence of the other 

traits. Students should assume the cell entries are correct (they are invented for testing purposes) 

and describe their logic for arriving at the given result.   

 

 

 

key: the combination of machismo culture and religiosity are necessary to result in gender 

inequality (basic, satisfactory grade). The two exceptions are China (low religiosity) and India 

(low machismo) (good grade), where the combination of state-level violence and a lack of a 

developed welfare state seem to tip the balance toward gender inequality (excellent grade). 

Knowledge economy is unimportant. (good grade) 

 

Machismo Culture Religiosity State-level violence

China 1 0 0 0 1 1

France 0 1 1 1 0 0

Germany 1 1 1 0 0 0

India 0 0 0 1 1 1

Italy 1 1 1 1 0 1

Sweden 0 1 1 1 0 0

Russia 1 0 1 1 1 1

Turkey 1 0 0 1 0 1

USA 1 1 1 1 1 1
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2. Section 2. (70 minutes). Long Essay. Develop a research proposal.  
 

Students first read a short text by George Simmel. Then they answer the following question in an 

essay: 

 

 Simmel describes a "blase' outlook", which he finds characteristic of modern urban life. 

Sketch out a research proposal that can test some aspect(s) of this idea today across a range of 

appropriate cases (countries, or cities, etc.). Be sure to define a research question, define your 

concepts, list hypotheses and the reasoning behind them, describe in detail the method and its 

details (sampling, data gathering, analysis technique) that you will use to answer your question. 

 

grading key: 

1. accurate understanding of simmel's ideas (satisfactory grade) 

2. Number 1 plus level of detail, precision in different parts of research proposal (good grade) 

3. Numbers 1 and 2 plus logical interconnection between parts of research proposal (excellent 

grade) 
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3.  Section 3. (20 minutes). Analytical reasoning. 

 

The following multiple-choice analytical questions are designed to test your ability to 

accurately and quickly correctly determine the answer to  problems. Please answer the 

following questions below: 

 

Questions 1 through 2 are based on the given passage: 
 

"The Dvorak keyboard requires less finger movement than the ubiquitous QWERTY keyboard,. 

As a result, Dvorak keyboard users are not only able to type more words per minute, but are also 

less vulnerable to both repetitive stress disorder and carpal tunnel syndrome. Nonetheless, 

businesses, as well as consumers, have not adopted the Dvorak keyboard. Clearly, if the Dvorak 

keyboard is to become more widely used, its benefits must be more widely touted."  

 

1. Which of the following, if true, most threatens the author’s conclusion? 

 

(A)  The initial cost of manufacturing a Dvorak keyboard will be more expensive than that of a 

QWERTY keyboard. 

(B)  Many who have attempted using a Dvorak keyboard claim that learning the configuration of 

keys takes weeks 

(C)  Those suffering from repetitive stress injuries often attribute the injuries to multiple factors 

(D) Businesses that have educated employees on the benefits of the Dvorak keyboard, have found 

that employees continue to use the Qwerty keyboard 

(E)  Businesses have found that many employees who believe the Qwerty keyboard is responsible 

for stress-induced injuries are unaware of the Dvorak keyboard. 

  

2. Which of the following is an assumption upon which the author’s claim rests? 

(A)  When deciding between two options, consumers and businesses do not opt for the solution that 

has fewer negative effects. 

(B)  People’s reluctance to transition to the Dvorak keyboard does not have multiple factors. 

(C)  Dvorak keyboards require users to relearn the configurations of the keyboard, a potentially 

time-consuming process 

(D) The Dvorak keyboard can only become a viable alternative if businesses require their 

employees to no longer use QWERTY keyboards. 

(E)  The range of finger movement is the sole determinant of typing speed. 

 

 

The following questions, 3 through 7, are based on the passage given below: 

"In a game, exactly six inverted cups stand side by side in a straight line, and each has exactly one 

ball hidden under it. The cups are numbered consecutively1 through 6. Each of the balls is painted a 

single solid color. The colors of the balls are green, magenta, orange, purpose, red and yellow. The 

balls have been hidden under the cups in a manner that conforms to the following conditions:  

 

The purple ball must be hidden under a lower-numbered cup than the orange ball. 

The red ball must be hidden under a cup immediately adjacent to the cup under which the magenta 

ball is hidden. 

The green ball must be hidden under cup 5.  " 
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3.Which of the following could be the colors of the balls under the cups, in order from 1 through 6?  

(A) Green, yellow, magenta, red, purple, orange 

(B) Magenta, green, purple, red, orange ,yellow 

(C) Magenta, red, purple, yellow, green, orange 

(D) Orange, yellow, red, magenta, green, purple 

(E) Red, purple, magenta, yellow, green, orange  

 

4.If the magenta ball is under cup 4, the red ball must be under cup  

(A) 1 

(B) 2 

(C) 3 

(D) 5 

(E) 6  

  

 

5. A ball of which of the following colors could be under cup 6?  

(A) Green 

(B) Magenta 

(C) Purple 

(D) Red 

(E) Yellow 

 

6. If the purple ball is under cup 4, the orange ball must be under cup  

(A) 1 

(B) 2 

(C) 3 

(D) 5 

(E) 6 

 

7. Which of the following must be true?  

(A) The green ball is under a lower-numbered cup than the yellow ball. 

(B) The orange ball is under a lower-numbered cup than the green ball. 

(C) The purple ball is under a lower-numbered cup than the green ball. 

(D) The purple ball is under a lower-numbered cup than the red ball. 

(E) The red ball is under a lower-numbered cup than the yellow ball.  

 

 

Grading key: 

 

1. D

The argument believes that more people simply have to know about the Dvorak keyboard and they 

will begin using it. (D) casts the most doubt on the conclusion. If businesses have tried educating 

employees, but the latter have been reluctant, then simply making the Dvorak more widely known 
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is not going to result in converts, the way the argument assumes it will. (B) does not directly 

weaken the argument the way (D) does. Sure, people claim they will take a few weeks to learn how 

to use the keyboard. That is not the same as saying they are unlikely to shift. 

  

2. B 

This one is tricky. The argument states that there is only one reason that people are not using the 

Dvorak: they do not know about it. Therefore, the argument assumes that there are not multiple 

factors for the Dvorak’s lack of success. (A) is misleading, mainly because it sounds reasonable. 

That is, in the real world, (A) seems like it would be true. For this argument, (A) goes against what 

the argument is saying. People and businesses continue to use the QWERTY keyboard despite the 

negative effects. (C) weakens the argument. Revealing an assumption is not the same as weakening 

an argument. 

3. Ans : C  

Explanation:   

Inverted cups are numbered 1 through 6 consecutively. Six balls of different colors are hidden under 

them. The colors are G, M, O, P, R, Y using the first alphabet of each color. We use the letter B for 

ball. For example PB stands for purple colored ball. 

The given conditions are 

(i) PB < OB ('<' indicates that this purple ball is hidden in a lower numbered cup than orange ball) 

(ii) RB, MB are adjacent . 

(iii) GB = 5 (this means that the green ball is hidden under cup No. 5) 

No restrictions given for yellow colored ball. 

 

(A) Wrong. Green Ball is not under Cup 5. 

(B) Wrong. Green Ball is not under Cup 5. 

(C) Correct: All three above conditions satisfied. 

(D) Wrong : Purple Ball is not before orange Ball. 

(E) Wrong : RB and MB are not adjacent.  

 

4. Ans : C  

Explanation:  

Inverted cups are numbered 1 through 6 consecutively. Six balls of different colors 

are hidden under them. The colors are G, M, O, P, R, Y using the first alphabet of 

each color. We use the letter B for ball. For example PB stands for purple colored  

ball. 

The given conditions are 

(i) PB < OB  

('<' indicates that this purple ball is hidden in a lower numbered cup than orange ball) 

(ii) RB, MB are adjacent . 

(iii) GB = 5  

(this means that the green ball is hidden under cup No. 5) 

No restrictions given for yellow colored ball.  

Here MB = 4. Since GB = 5, RB which is to be adjacent to MB must occupy place 3.  

So, C is the correct answer.  

 

5.Ans : E  
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Explanation:  

Inverted cups are numbered 1 through 6 consecutively. Six balls of different colors  

are hidden under them. The colors are G, M, O, P, R, Y using the first alphabet of each color. We use 

the letter B for ball. For example PB stands for purple colored ball. 

The given conditions are 

(i) PB < OB  

('<' indicates that this purple ball is hidden in a lower numbered cup than orange ball) 

(ii) RB, MB are adjacent . 

(iii) GB = 5  

(this means that the green ball is hidden under cup No. 5) 

No restrictions given for yellow colored ball.  

(A) Wrong: GB is 5 and cannot be 6. 

(B) Wrong: RB cannot be 5 and so MB, RB cannot be adjacent. 

(C) Wrong: If PB = 6, there is no place for OB and so PB < OB fails. 

(D) Wrong: If RB = 6, then MB cannot be 5 as GB = 6. So the condition RB, MB adjacent fails. 

(E) Correct: No restriction for yellow Ball.  

So, the answer is E.   

 

6. Ans : E  

Explanation:  

Inverted cups are numbered 1 through 6 consecutively. Six balls of different colors  

are hidden under them. The colors are G, M, O, P, R, Y using the first alphabet of  

each color. We use the letter B for ball. For example PB stands for purple colored  

ball. 

The given conditions are 

(i) PB < OB  

('<' indicates that this purple ball is hidden in a lower numbered cup than orange ball) 

(ii) RB, MB are adjacent . 

(iii) GB = 5  

(this means that the green ball is hidden under cup No. 5) 

No restrictions given for yellow colored ball.  

PB = 4 

(A), (B), (C) are wrong as orange Ball should be after 4. 

(D) is wrong because Green Ball should be at 5. 

(E) is correct.  

So the correct answer is E.  

 

7. Ans : C  

Explanation:  

Inverted cups are numbered 1 through 6 consecutively. Six balls of different colors  

are hidden under them. The colors are G, M, O, P, R, Y using the first alphabet of  

each color. We use the letter B for ball. For example PB stands for purple colored  

ball. 

The given conditions are 

(i) PB < OB  

('<' indicates that this purple ball is hidden in a lower numbered cup than orange ball) 
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(ii) RB, MB are adjacent . 

(iii) GB = 5  

(this means that the green ball is hidden under cup No. 5) 

No restrictions given for yellow colored ball.  

(A) Wrong: It can happen as number 6 slot is vacant. But it is not a must. 

(B) Wrong: Orange Ball can be event at Number 6. 

(C) Correct: Purple Ball cannot be at Number 6 as it should be before Orange Ball as per the initial 

condition. 

Since GB=5, PB must be less than Green Ball number. 

(D) and (E) are also not a must.  

So the correct answer is C.   

   

 

 


